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THE AUDITOR
and
STATISTICAL SAMPLING TECHNIQUES
"The auditor's overall objective is to determine whether
the accounting process is free from material errcr."l

To com-

plete his objective, the auditor must thoroughly analyze all
aspects of the financial statements used in the accounting
process in order to satisfy himself that they fairly represent
the results of activity fer the period under audit and of the
financial position at the end of that period.

If the volume

of the transactions is great, time and economic factors may
keep the auditor from making a 100 percent examination.

Since

a complete examination cannot be made, the auditor must choose
a portion of the transactions to analyze.

When the auditor

has to do

From this portion

~his

he has a sampling problem.

he must make inferences about al'l of the data.
In auditing two different types of sampling are used--judgment sampling and statistical sampling.
Judgment sampling is the selection of items
to be tested on a subjective basis. Items are
chosen without consideration of the statistical
~ equirements for sample size, method of selection,
or evaluation of results. The selection criteria
are based on the subjective judgment of the audit0r,
In the:> sa si tu.a tions where the auditor does not need
1. John J. Willingham and D. R. Carmichael, Auditing
Concepts and Methods, {New York& McGraw-Hill Book Company,

1971), p.

168~
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to project from the sample results to the entire
population judgment sampling is appropriate. The
·u se of judgment sampling is limited because there
is no mathematical basis for pro~ecting the sample
results to the total population.
Judgment sampling was
t~e

auditor.

t~e

traditional method used by

Statistical sampling is the same general process

as the judgment sampling but btvolves certain refinements.
The method requires the auditor to define clearly the standards used in arriving at the sample size, and it results in a
sample whioh is representative of the entire group.

The audi-

tor must use mathematical techniques to do this.
Statistical sampling is not a substitute for the auditor's
judgment, but instead gives him additional information U}Don
which to base his opiniGns about the financial statements.
The independent auditor must still rely on his own judgment
to determine the extent of the audit sampling •
.. In a special repo,r t entitled • Statistical Sampling
and the Independent Auditor,• the Committee on Statistical
Sampling of the AICPA concluded as follows•
The committee is of the opinion that the use
of statistical sampling is permitted under generally accepted auditing standards. Such standards
have for some time recognized the acceptability
and effectiveness of testing. In this context,
statistical sampling simply furnishes a means of
selecting items for some audit tests and, where
2.

Ibid. , p. 167.
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the auditor thinks inCorma:t:ion desirable~ a means f:()r
cleso~ibing mathematic~lly some of the results ef the
test, In .Gther worclsr statisti~al sampling may f ·u rnish some assistance in testing, both in selecti.ng
items and ·in evaluating the results of the test•
While the committee concludes that statistical sampling
technic,rues are permitted ·umder generally a0eepteci auditing
standards; tne ehoiee Ci>f testing metl\Gds is left to the judgment of the audi tCi>r,

In exercising th.is enoiee, the a·udi tor

neecis to st·udy statistical sampling s·u fficiently to be . able
to recognize areas in which this technique will improve his
a·t tdi ting · procedures and achieve audit economies yet retain
tb.e usual ciegree of ass·u ranoe ~ "3
Statistical sampling does provicie an objective and defensible means to the auditor of using his professional judgment ·
in a desirable manner,

He oan objectively defend his conclu-

sions about th.e population tCi> his supervisor, the client, or
to outside parties if questions arise about the sample.

Also,

tb.is method often allows him to attain a satisfactory level of
assurance abQUt a population at less cost,
· "The application of any statistical sampling plan has
five distinct phases in wh.ieh the a·udi tor must--1.. lDefine tlle. objectives and nature of the test.
2; Determine the method of sampling to be used.
.

.

.

3· ..Walter B. Meigs and E, John Lars$n, Principles ef
Auditing, .(Homewoodr Illinoist Richard D. Irwin, Inc.; 1969~;
p~ 781-782.
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. J._ Calculate the sample size.
4 ~ . Select the sample.
5. Evaluate the sample.
Th.is entire process is described as statistical sampling•. "4
"Generally~

statistimal sampling may be separated into

two distinct phasesa
..

measurement.
drawing the

sta~stical

selection and statistical

Statistical selection refers to the method of
sample~

whereas statistical measurement involves

the calculation of the sample size and the evaluation of
sample results.

Statistical selection may be used indepen-

dently from statistical measurement."5
Statistical Selection
Tlle auGiit0r may ·11se four statistical methods of selecting
items for examination•

random number table selection, systema-

tic selection~ stratified selection; and cluster selection·:
Each of these methods permits the auditor to select a sample
from the popllllation in sucll a manner that each item in the
group has the same chance of being chosen for examination as
every other item.

The general process is known statistically

as "random sampling" and is sometimes described as "probability
...•

sampling."

(Bandom samplin.g relates only to selecting the

..

.

sample, therefore, is only part ef the statistical sampling
procedure and not the entire process.)
4~

5.

J.Q1g.
ll.!,g.
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I.

Random Number Table SelectioR
Random number tables are perhaps the easiest method of

selecting items on a random basis.

Each digit on the table

is a random digit and is arranged in columnar form so the
reader can select the number more easily.

T:ne auditor may

put the numbers in any columnar arrangement he chooses and
may start at any point he wishes.
It is not easy to produce a truly random set of numbers
so the auditor should pick a table that has been thouroughly
tested for randomness.
with his selections.
or path he wishes to
his selections.

After he :nas done this he may proceed
The auditor should decide which route

tak~

and remain consistent throughout

The initial digits are usually selected at

random and the remaining digits shcn1ld be selected by a prearranged formula.

The numbers selected from the table must

correspond with the
being examined.

se~uence

of numbers in the group of items

If a n·umber appears on the table which is not

within the sequence of transactions being examined the auditor
'.

skips the number.

For greater efficiency in situations where

parts of the identifying numbers of the items to be sampled
are the same throaghout the group, the similar parts should
be ignored.
Sometimes the items to be examined are eitl:ler numbered
in blocks with the first digit, or digits, representing
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Figure 1
RANDOM NUMBER TABLE
Column
Line
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

(1)
10480
22368
24130
42167
37570

(2)
15011
46.573
48360
93093
39975

<:3)
01536
25.595
22527
06243
81837

(4)
02011
85393
97265
61680
16656

(.5)
81647
30995
76393
07856
06121

(6)
91646
89198
64809
16376
91782

77921
99562
96301
. 89579
85475

06907
72905
91977
14342
36851

11008
56420
05463
63661
53342

42751
69994
07972
10281
53988

27756
98872
18876
17453
53060

53498
31016
20922
18103
59533

Published by the B~reau of Transport Economics and
Statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission
Figure 2
WORK PAPER FOR SELECTION OF RANDOM NUMBERS
Main· Series

-.

Subdigits

1o,o_:. 2oo

I 300

500

600

01

0-9
10-19
20-29

400

18

~;

30-39
46

40-49

50-59
60~69

70-79
80-89
....•

90-99

75
91

99
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the menth in which the transaction took place, or the
transactions are numbered alpb.anumerically, or are unnuml»ered.
In these cases the auditor may use two series of random numbers•

the first series representing the month, the alphabeti-

cal designation or the page number, and the second series
representing the transaction or line numbers.
In using the random number table, the a'llditor
may occasiot18.1Jy find that :he draws the same number
more than once.· Should this happen, he may either
ignore t:Re duplicate number (!)r he may examine it
more than Gnce. If he ignores the duplicate number, __he is said to be "sampling without re:Placement." If he .examines it for a second or third
ar mo.re times• he will be "sampling with replacement." Statistical theory wol1ld .require him to
sample .with replacement; however,· as a practical
matter, it .eeems ·t m.desirable to examine _the same
transaction~ more than once.
Therefore, in the .
application of statistical sampling in a·uditing,
the us·u al pracedttre is to ignore duplic~ te numbers and to "sample without replacement."
Since random number tables appear in book form;
the auditor may prefer to record the numbers of the
dQe·uments inspected on an adding machine tape or
work paper rather than to mark in the book the items
selected for examination. The use of an adding
machine tape is inconvenient for the purpose of
pulling the selected documents from the files, however~ because the numbers listed on the adding
machine tape will be in a different order than the
documents located in the file.
..

Two more efficient methods are available. The
a:udi tor may recQrd the numbers selected on cards and
later sort these (or have the .client•s employees
sort them) in numerical order. He may prefer to ~se
a work paper such as that illustrated in Figure 2.

Page

~

!h·us, if he draws ntlmber 401, he merely writes "Ol"
J.n the eolumn headed 400 and so forth, thereby
creating a work pape~ that shows in convenient orders
all numbers selected. The work paper may be expanded
when larger series of numbers are involved.o
An obviotts advantage of using random numbers is that no one,
not even the auditor

himself~

can predict in advance what

·u nits from the population he wi 11 choose.
· .· ~

II.

Systematic Selection
Auditors often use systematic selection to choose items

from a group for exami'nation..

This method selects every nth

·u nit (!)f tlil.e pop·u lation where n=p/s, p being the population,
..

and s being the req·u ired sample.

The auditor must be careful

to see that the interval n does not correspond to some
pre-existing cyclical sequence in tl\e population.

If it did

corres])ond closely to a group secruence most of the sample
drawing might come from the same group and might not represent
the pop·u lation. as a whole.

To assure that a randam sample

will be drawn, the audit(l)r should make sure that the population
is arranged in a random sequence.

Another factor to look out

for is transactions of a ])articular type processed all at one
time during each month (!)r accounting period, possibly eliminalftiing these items fr0m the sample.

A further gtlard against a

nonrandom sample is to use two or more random starting points •
....

6 •·

,

..

.

Ibid. t p. 789.
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The advantage to the auditor of using the systematic
selecti0n teehniq·ue is being able to obtain a sample from a
pGpula tic1m of unnumbered docnments or transactions.

There is

no need f0r the ·unnumbered documents to "be numbered physically
or mentally, as would have to be done if a random number table
were used.

The auditor just e0unts off · the sampling interval

or uses a ruler to measure the interval and select the docu..

menta.

III.

Stratified Selection

There is no re~uirement that only one method
of statistical sample selection be applied to the
entire group of items to be examined. Rather, the
pop~lation may be stratified .and different techniques applied to each stratum• if desired. Stratified selection is not by itself a technique of
drawin.g samples. However, it is useful for two
purposes 1 to arrange the pop·u lation into vario·us
strata of significance and to utilize different
sample selecti0n techniques~ The auditor is
us·u ally ..concerned with the materiality of transactions, as well as with the type of transactions.
To examine a pop·u la tion composed of items having
varyi:mg dollar values,. or which represent different
types of transactions, the auditor may stratify it
and ap:p>ly different prooed·u res to the varicnas strata.
FGr example, if the attditor wishes to use statistical s~mpling techniques to confirm accounts receivable, he might stratify and test as followsa
Meth.od of
Selection l:Jsed
Stratum
·composition ef Stratum
1

.&.11 accGunts of $10,(!)0(!) and

over

100

% examination
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Stratum
2

Composition of Stratum
accc,.unts reoei vable
('under $10~ -000) ~ all
numbered with numbers ending in zero.

Method of
Selection Used

.B~le.sa~lle .

Random number
table selection

All .o the.r accounts (under
$10,000) in random order

Systematic
selection

The above illustrates the stratification of .a population. not only by dollar values but also by transactien
type. In a~tii tion to stratifying the pop·u la tion on
these bases, the autiitor may also stratify by transaotiolll frequency. Fer instance, in a test of internal
control, the auditor may wish to stratify the pop·ulation into high and low volume transactions when he
knows that ~he controls are more likely to be violated ,
d·uring the processing of lGw v6lume transactions • .
Stratified sampling has at leaet two major advantages to the a·u di tor. It enables the auditor to
relate sample selection to the materiality, turnover,
or other eharacteristios©of items and to apply different auditing procedures to each stratum. The
method is also favored by statisticians since it improves the reliability of the sample. Whenever items
of extremely nigh or low val·ues, or of unusual characteristics, are segregated into separate fields, the
samples drawn will be more reliable.?
IV.

Chtster Sampling
If a sample; say, C!>f 300 ·u nits is required,
rather than selecting 300 random numbers and 300
indepen~ent u.nits from the population, the sampler
selects, say, 30 cl·u sters of 10 Ullli ts each. Since .
conventional audit procedures ·u se elu~;~ter sampling,
the eluste.r beirlg one mo:m.th, one week, o111e department, etc.' it might be tho·u ght tl!lat cl·uster sampling provides a venicle for drawing traditional and

7.

~ •• p.

792-793·
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statistical audit procedures closer together. This
is n0t se. .Tlle statistician is always careful to
4ualify his advocacy of cluster sampling with the
remark that the minimum n·umber of clusters must be
0f the 0rder of 20. The number of clusters ·u sed in
audit.i ng is almost invariably very m~ch less than
this~ usually l _
ess than half a dozen, and often a
single cluster.
The trouble with cluster sampling is that the
variability of the characteristics within a cluster
is likely to be less than the variability between
clusters. This is another way of saying that the
sample drawn from a c1·11ster will n0t provide a true
reflection because they _have something in common,
the same date, customer, prod:uct, etc. This common factor may invalidate an inference about a
_
population made from a sample drawn from a cluster.
On the other hand it need not do@so. If cluster
sampling is particularly appropriate to a given
audit situation, the auditer would be well advised
in the first year of the audit to select several ..
cl:usters and test the variability of the conditiGmt
i.e. error value, he is attempting to assess by ..
comparing them with a randem sample of equal size.
If the variability within clusters is not significantly different frem the .variability between them
or the pure ramdom sample, he can with reasonable
confidence use cluster sampling in future years.ts
Statistical Measurement
When an uditor uses statistical measurement techniques
he will usually use statistical selection in drawing the sample to be analyzed but there may be times that he ·u ses the
j·udgment basis to determine the size 0f the sample.
S.· . J ~ Herman Br~sseaux and Joan ll>.· Edwards~ Readings in
A·u diti.n gt. -(Cinoirmati, Ohi0a South-Western Publishing Com:pany,
1973). p. 265.
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Four statistical measurement techniques are usually
discussed in auditing literature.
..
1~

These area

Estimatiom sam -lin for attr butes. This method per...
m ts the a·u di tor to determin the rate of occurrence
of certain characteristics (:for example~ exceptions)
in a population within prescribed ranges of precision
and levels of confidence •
..

2.

Estimation sampling for variables. This method permits
the a·udi t0r to determine an ~ggrega te dollar amc:nmt of
aeccn1nting data within prescribed ranges ef precision
and level of . confidence~
Acceptance samplin~. This method permits the auditor
to rejeet of accep a populatien in accordance with a
stipulated allowable error rate at a predetermined
confidence level.

4.

Discevery ·sampling. This method permits the auditor to
determine~ with assurance at a prescribed ccmfidenee
level, . whether at least one deviation (exception)
exists in a population.9

To understand statistical measurement teclllniq·ues tl'lle auditor
must understand the following coneeptsa
.Pepulatioru refers to the group of i tams to be
examined and is synonymo·us with universe or field..
Sample• refers to a group of items drawn from the
population for examinatien . on a randem or "prebabili ty" basis~ ~ Sample i$em_refers to one item of
the graup drawn for exam~nation.
Ooe·u rrence rate a indicates the number of times a
given ehara'O'tiristic occurs in the population being studied. Since the auditor in many of his
tests is concerned. with the number of exceptions
or errors, he may often ·u se ..the term error ~
rather than occurrence rate. 10
-

9•
..

H>.

..

Meigs and Larsen, op. cit., p. 794.
Ibid.
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Precdsion.a In any sampling process, whether it be
stat1st1cal or judgment~ the audi tor rarely has
dss·u ranee that the results of the sample will be
fully repre_sentative of the characteristics of th.e ..
population~
The possibility of sampling error
(a sample whicb. indicates characteristics that as e
not the actual characteristics of the population)
is always present~ In utilizing statistical measurement tecb.niques, the a·u.di ter meas·u.res the possibility
of sampling er ror by calculating preeision and confidence level. In determining precision the auditor
specifies the + limits from the sample results to
indicate the range within whieh he expects the true
value of the characteristics in th.e pop·ulation to lie .11
(!he range is referred to as the precision interval
and the highest and lowest values of the range are the
precision limits.)
Precision

=

Confidence coefficient
at desired confidence
X
level

Standard error
of sample
estimate

Cc:mfidenee Level a In addition to making a decision
on precision, the auditor must deoide upon the level
of risk that the sample will .not be representative
of the population as a whole, within the range of
precision stipulated. Confidence level is the measure Ci>f the . . n·umber of times in 100 that the samllle
result, in the ralllfe of desired pre ~ ision, will
representtheresu tsfrom a 100 percent examination of the population.
(The confidence level is greatly influenced by the
effectiveness of t he internal control system. As .
the effectiveness of the internal contrr;>.l increases,
the confidence level% can be decreased.)
\

PrecisiCi>n is the range within which the answer may
vary yet be acceptable; confidence level measures
the likelihood that the answer will fall within
that range.
Ex"Pected oce·u rrence rate a To select an economical
sample size tmder mariY'Sampling methods, the audi*or
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must make an approximation of the expected occurrence rate or the maximum acceptable occurrence rate
in addition to determining precision and comfidence
level. The determination of the expected occurrence
rate is made after considering the. type of transaction
involved, · the purpose of the test~ the ma teri.a li ty
of the items, the system of internal control, and the
auditGr's knGwledge ef the client's operations and
business~12

Maximum acceptable .occurrence ratea The most
occurrences the audit0r will a'C'Ceit. The maximum
acceptable occurrence rate may be determined either
by ap)Proximating the ei}nected occurrence rate and
adding to that the upper limit of precision, or it
may be determined on a judgment basis~l3 .
Standard Error a is a measure of sampling error-~14
Samvling Errora A difference between the sample
est~mate and the true population characteristic that
results solely because of the r.a.ndom incidence of
population items in the sample. Sampling error is
an inaccuracy in the sample estimate cattsecil. by inherent properties of the sampling method.
No sample error if sample size

=

size of population.15

Standard Deviation• The standard deviation is computed by determining the deviation of each item in
the population from the mean, squaring these devia~
tiona, computing the sum of the sq·uared deviations,
dividing this sum by the NUmber that is one less than
the number of items in the population, and galoulating
the square root of the resulting quotient •1
..

12.
--..

·-

14.

-Willingham and Carmichael;

15.

Ibid.~ ·

13.

Ibid., · p. 797 •

0p.cit~~

p. 170.

p. 171.

16·. Howard F. Stelle~~ Alllditing Principles, {EnglewGod
Cliffs, New Jerseya Prent~ce-Hall, Inc., 1970), p. 548 •

. I
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The following diagram shows the relationships between
the four sampling methods.
J·udgment
Sampling
A'udi t
/
Sampling

Estimation
Sampling
of --~)Acceptance_---'>" Discovery
7 Sampling
Attributes
Sampling ·.

/1

~

Random /
Sampling·

~Estimation

Sampling
of
Variables

The basic division is between attributes and
variables sampling. Acceptance sampling is a simplified form of estimation sampling of attributes,
and discovery sampling is a simplified form of
acceptance sampling where the acceptable number of
defectives is zero.
Estimation sampling of attributes and its two
simplified fQrms are used to estimate the proportion of a population having a given attribute, while
estimation sampling of variables is used to measuri
the total value of some variable of a population. ·r
I.

Estimation Sampling of Attributes
Estimation sampling for attributes is used by the

auditQr testing for compliance with internal control procedures.

"A departure from an essential internal control

procedure is a compliance

error~

This type of error is

called an attribute by statisticians. An attribute is a
quality characteristic of·i:ila n item. ul 8
17.
18.

Brasseaux and Edwards, op~cit., p. 280.
Willingham and Carmichael, op.'cit.~ p. 168;
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Attributes sampling measures the frequency with which
a speeifie<a 0ecurrenee or attribute exists in. the pop·ulation.
The most common tYJ>e af attribute of interest in auditing is
the frequency with which errors occur in the populatic!m being
tested.

Each item in the population either <aoes or does not

contaim tl:le attribute being measured.

On the basis of the

sample the aaditor can then compute the percentage of the
population that contains the attribute.
To assure himself tl:J.at compliance does or does not exist,
the auditor requires proof of performance.

He ·u sually finds

this in source documents and ledger accounts.

This · evidenoe

is known as documentary evidence.
"Tl:J.e foll<!>wing points provide an outline of the methodology

-

for using attributes sampling&
State the objective 0f the au<ait test.
Define the pap·u lation.
Decide Qn the appropriate upper preeisi<!>:n limit.
4. Decide on the appropriate confidence level.
;. Make an advance estimate of the population
occurrence rate.
6~ Determine the proper sample size.
7. Randomly select the sample.
8 •. Perform the audit procedttres.
9 .•. Genera,ize from the sample to the population.
10. Decide on the acceptability of the population.19
1,
2.
).

Most of the time a ttri bn1tes sampling is used in testing
transactions to see if reliability on the system of internal
19. Herbert E. Miller and George c. Mead, CPA Review
Manual, (EnglewQod Olif!ls, New Jerseya Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

1972). p. 164.
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control oan be established.

Occasionally it is ·used to verify

that an aec:H,·u nt balance has beel:l fairly stated.

Be:f'are the

testing is started the auditor should carefully define the
characteristics of an error so that staff members will be able
to identify exceptions in the sample.
The auditor must define the population in advance.

He

may generalize fram the data he selects b·u.t :ne must remember
that he m·u st randemly sample from the entire population as he
hal defined it.. Tl:le auditor can do no more than generalize
about the population on the basis of tl:le sample.

He cannGt

state the exact characteristics of the pGp·ulation because
they remain unknown to him.
Setting the precision limits would be the auditor's next
step.

"Precisian is the statistical measure of the range of
,.

values, less than or more than the sample results, within
which the true population value is expected to fall.

The lower

and upper extremes of this range are known as the precision
limits~- n20

In a ttri btttes sampling the a·u di tor is more in.teres ted in
the upper preeisien limit because, if the true pop·u la tion error
.

.

rate is large, the auditor will want to lmow about it, but if
the true population error rate is small, the population is
acceptable.
20.

Ibid., p.· 165.
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Even thGugh the a·u di tor sets precision limits, he still
ta-k es a risk that the sample results will n&t correetly reflect
the true population characteristics.

By using statistical

sampling the auditer can measure the risk.

In attributes test-

ing the cenfidenee level (also known as reliability) is the
means ef exp>ressing the prabability that the true po_pulation
error rate is less than the upper precision limit.

This is

us·u ally expressed as a percentage.
The auditor must use his best judgment based on his professianal experience to set the precision limits and the confidence level.

The upper precision limit will depend on the

materiality in the particular case and the definitien of error.
The confidence level will largely depend on the reliability of
internal control.
"In attributes sampling, an advance estimate ef the pGpulation errer rate is necessary te determine the appropriate
sample size.

If the estimate Gf the population error rate is

small, the a·u di tor will be able to limit himself to a relatively small sample size to satisfy his upper precision limits~n21
Four factors determine the sample size the
a·u di tor sho~ld use in attributes sampling a the populatiam size, the advance estimate of the pop·u lation
21~

I~id.,

p. 166.

error rate; the upper precision limit believed by the
auditer ·to be appropriate, and the reliability desired
by the. auditor. Once these factors have bee!'l determined, the auditor can ealo·u late the necessary sample size by using one of the available attributes
sampling tables. The CPA candidate should understand
the effect on the sample of individually changing
each. of the four factors that determine its size when
the other factors remain constant. The following
table illustrates the effect on the sample of increasing each of the fo·u r factors a
Change the Following Factor while the
Three Other Factors are Held Constant
Increase reliability
In.erease ·u pper precision limit
Increase the advance estimate of
the population error rate
Increase populatiom size

1 .•.

2.

).

Effect on the
Required Sample
Size
Increase
Decrease
Increase
Increase22

After the auditor has computed the sample size l:le m·u st
choose the sample by random selection.

The two most prevalent

me!tlhods used are random n-umber tables and systematic sampling.
The auditor then performs the normal audit prooed·ures on the ·
I

items of the sample, keeping a record of all errors found.
The auditor computes the upper precision limit and the
reliability for the pop·u lation based on the actual sample
sults.

re ~

Using this information he can generalize about the popu-

lation.

The a·u di tor then refers baek to the precision and

confidence standards set prior to the sampling.

The results

computed on the basis of the actual sample results m11st be at
..

22.

~ ••

p. 167.
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leas~

as good as the standards that were set in advance of the

actual tests.

If they are, · the · auditor can accept the res ttl ts

and iss·ue an unqualified opinion on the basis of them.
If the reliability and upper precision limit standards
of the sample do not satisfy the . predetermined standards the
auditor cam increase his sample siee to the point 0f certainty that the actual population error rate is acceptable or
unaeeep:table, or he can reC[uest th.e client to take corrective
action on the population.

It is important that the standards

initially set be fulfilled or the auditor will have to issue
a qualified opinien.
II~

Estimation Sampling of Variables
The a·u di tor will use estimation sampling for variables

when he is testing for material misstatement in dollar amounts.
Since the main goal of auditing is to determine whether account balances are fairly stated on the financial statements,
the use of variables sampling is often considered more directly applicable to auditing than attributes sampling.
An error that directly effects the dollar
amount of a financial statement item is a monetary
error~
_Monetary amounts are quantity characteristics
of data. In statistical terms, q~antity characteristics are referred ta as variables. Al tho·ugh th.ere
are many causes of manetary errors, actual err<i>rs
will always be in the form of either overstatements
or understatements of balances.
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Monetary errors may be analyzed in two ways
when using estimation sampling. The total dollar
val·ue ef an i tern may be estimated an<l then compared
with the book value as a test of reasenableness.
On the other hand~ tb.e amount of monetary error
may be estimated directly by a difference estimate
computed by CQrnparing a·udi ted and book values Gm an
item-by-item basis,ZJ
In variables sampling as in attributes sampling, there
are four major factors to consider in determining the sample
size~

These are the pop·u lation size, the acceptable relia-

bility level, precision, and the standard deviation of the
population~

Tl:le population size is defined as the total number of
elements in the population being tested.

The reliability or

confidence level is a measure of tb.e assurance that the true
dollar value of the pGpulatiQn neither exceeds the upper ]precision limit or falls below the lower precision limit.

This

confidence level is decided by the auditor using his professional judgment.
Tl:le upper and lower precision limits must be computed.
This is similar to attributes sampling, but it is stated in
dollar amounts rather tl:lan as the percentage of errors in the
population.

In variables sampling the auditor is interested

in both tl:le upper and lower precision limits, whereas with
attributes sampling he was concerned only with the ·u pper limit •
..

2.3.

Willingham and Carmichael~ op.cit., p. 168-169~
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The reason for this is that the auditor must determine whether
the correct dollar value of an account is probably materially
greater er less than the recerded value, but he need not be
concerned if the true error rate in the
extremely

~opulation

value is

small~

The fourth item which the auditor must be concerned
about ·is the population standard deviation.

This · can probably

be best understood by explaining the theory underlying estimation

sampling~ ·

The distribution of a papulation of individ·u al
values in relation to tlle arithmetic mean of the pop·u lation constitutes the underlying basis for estimation
sampling. It is known, for example, that 68.3 per
cent of the i terns in a normally distributed pop·u lation
will aeeur wi~hin .. plus or minus ene standard deviation
from the mean, 9.5.4 per cent within plus or minus two
standard deviations, and 99.7 per cent within plus or
minus three standard deviations.
A second important statistical concept involved
in estimattion sampling describes the res·u l ts of
taking ~a series of samples of a stated size and calculating the mean of the items in each sample. The
means of the samples will tend to form a no~mal distribution~ with the mean of tbe sample means equal
to the mean of the population. The standard deviation of the sample means (tne standard error) also
is important, and particularly significant is the
behavior of the standard deviation of the sample
means in relation to the size of tee samples. The
larger the sa.mple size from which the sample means
are computed, the small.e r will be the standard deviation.
of the the sample means. This relationship of sample
size and the standard deviation of the sample means is
indica ted by the e~:ua tiona 24
24~:

Steller, loc.ci t.
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Standard deviation
of sample means

=

Standard deviation of population
2;samp!e size

The appropriate sample size can be determined either by
the use of a :formula or by using variables sampling tables
once the p0pulation size al'lld standard deviation have been
determined.
As in attributes sampling, it is also important in variables sampling to look at the effect on the sample of individually changing each of the fo·a r f .a ctors that determine the
sample's size.

The relationships are as followsa
Effect on t:he
Req·u ired Sample
Size
Decrease
Increase

Change the Following Factor while the
Three Other Factors are ·Held Constant
-1;

2..

3.

4.

Decrease reliability
Decrease precision level
Decrease the population standard
deviation.
Decrease the population size

Decrease
Decrease25

The auditor's :final step will be to accept or rejeet the
recorded value of the account being tested.,

If :tb.he values of

the comwuted upper and lower precision limits are both between
the upper and lower precision limits required by the auditor,
the populatian is considered acceptable.

If th.e population is

not satisfactory, the sample size can be increased until the
auditor knCDws whether the population val·ue is acceptable or
unacceptable• or the client can be requested to take corrective
'-

action.

25.

Miller amd Mead,

Ibid.~

p. 175.
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III.

Aeeeptamee Sampling
Tile a·uC!li tor• s job is to state whether the finan.eial state-

ments of a busiRess are a fair representatien. of the aceeunting
pr~cess

and business assets.

An excessive amount of error
-

would make the financial statement figures unacceptable.

If

tilere are errors they are most often found in. the client's
inventory CC!Hl1nts, inventory prices and extensicbns, accounts
receivable aging, the recording of employees• hours werked in
payroll eale·ulations, or fthe elassifieatiem of expenses in the
vo11eher register.

Acceptance sampling is helpful to the audi-

tor im de<;dding wkether errors are presen.t or not and upon this
..

deeisian whether the financial records are acceptable or not.
The theory of probability as it relates to
acceptance sampling is perhaps best explained through
the use of *he classical ill~strati~n of a bowl containing white balls and black balls. For o·u r pur~
poses, ass~e that the bowl contains 10,000 balls,
of which 9,000 are white and 1,000 are black, or in
terms of percentages, 90 per cent of the balls are
white and 10 per cent are black.
A random sample of the contents of the bowl can
be taken by dr.awing el'le ball from the bowl, recording its color, replacing the ball, stirring the
contents, and repeating the process until a desired
number of balls has been drawn. If tile process is
stapped after 100 draws, it is theoretically possible
that all 100 balls selected would be white, or that
all lOO _balls selected would be black. As a matter
of fact, however; we would expect the tablilation of
c1n1r selection to sh0w that the distributiGn of black
balls and white malls a~proximates more nearly the
distribution Qf the full 10,000 balls in the bowl.
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In other W(!)rds, the sample would probably show 90
white balls and 10 black balls, or a distributi(!)n ..
varying anly slightly from th,i s 90-10 relatiGnship.
lf 100 oalls were to be drawn as described
abave, and that sampling process were to be repeated
1,000 times, the ttatistician could compute in advance the likely <~>verall results of tl:le thousand
samples, Thi~ type of computed forecast is based
upan probabilJ.ty:zo
Before the auditor begiRs the sampling he must _decide
for himself how many errors he can allow and still retain
the needed percentage of confidence or reliability in the
population.

This would be setting a precision limit and

a confidence level.
with the sampling~

After he has done this he can proceed
The sample results will:· ~mot ascertain

the exact perce11tage of error but the auditor will be in
a better position to infer what the percentage is not.
If in the above example as many as 10 per cent of tl:le
balls in the bowl were actually black, you could expect to
find a sample of 100 containing 2 black balls or less only
about 2 times in 1000.

Because this would be an extremely

rare occurrence, the auditor can infer with considerable
confidence that the black balls in the bowl do not exceed
10 per cent of the total, and on this basis accept the bowl of
balls as meeting the minimum standard that had been set.

26. ' Steller, Ibid., p. 532-533·
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The auditor must now take his sampling results and make
a "yes" or "no" decision as whether to accept the population
arnot.

If he should decide to reject it, his alternatives

would be to conduct a 100 percent examination or to qualify
the audit report.

Another factor to remember concerning

acceptance sampligg is that it provides for a lessor degree
of risk in rejecting an acceptable population than in accepting a populatian that should be rejected.

The result is the

possibility that populations containing rates of error less
than the specified acceptable level will be rejected.
IV.

Discovery Sampling
Discovery sampling is a special case of attributes

sampling.

It is concerned with determining the rate of error

in the population.

Discovery samples try to encounter one.

erroneous item if there are erroneous items in the papulation.
"The sampling plan is useful, however, only if erroneous or
fraudulent items occur in the population with a frequency in
excess of about 1 per cent, for no sampling plan can provide
meaningful assurance of discovering a 'rare• item in a population.

The only solution to the detection of the rare item

is 100 per cent insp'ection. n27

Discovery sampling is best

suited to the attempt to d.iscover the existence of fraud
..

when fraud is suspected.

27.

Steller, Ibid., p. 547.
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The definitions of the error, the expected error rate,
and the upper precision limits are the only differences between discovery sampling and attributes sampi :i ng.

In dis-

covery sampling, an error is so defined that its occurence
will be seriously regarded.

The expected error rate for dis-

covery sampling is always zero since the auditor would normally not expect to find any of these critical errors in the sample.
As in attributes sampling the auditor must ahead of time
decide what constitutes an error and define the population.
He must determine the population size, the upper precision
limit, and the desired reliability or confidence level.

Afte ~

this has been done the a·u di tor randomly selects his sample,
and performs the audit procedures to determine if there are
errors in the sample.
the results.

After the tests the auditor evaluates

If he finds no errors he can

s~

with his pre-

determined level of confidence that the error rate within the
population is within the limits of precision or tolerability.
If the auditor discovers an error in the sample he knows
that the upper precision limit at a given confidence level
exceeds his initial standards.

The auditor in this case will

usually switch to an attributes sampling table.
Sometimes during audit tests auditors will use attributes
·'
and d ~scovery

.
. 1
sampl~ng
s~mu

tane<:>us 1 y,

Discovery sampling
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will be used to evaluate the population for critical errors
and attributes sampling is used for evaluating less important
errars.
Considerations in the Use of Statistical Sampling in Auditing
With the increasing information concerning statistical
sampling techniques the auditor will want to look at how th.ey
can be of use to him in the future.

The following are con-

siderations in the use of statistical sampling in auditing at
the present timea
..

1.

Statistical sampling techniques are consistent
with generally accepted auditing standards,
which recognize the appropriateness of sampling •

..

2.

In a given audit, statistical techniques may be
deemed to be appropriate in one or more areas of
the audit but not in 0thers, and the use of such
techniques in one area of an audit imposes no
responsibility f<l>r using them in other areas
where they are not appropriate.

3.

If the techniq·u es are used in one area of an audit,
the auditor would be well advised to be prepared
to defend the nonuse of statistical techniques in .
other areas of the audit where sampling is involved.

4~:

The use of any one statistical techniq1,1e in an
audit, as for example random selection, does ~ot
in itself require the use of other techniques, such
as statistical determination of sample size or statistical evaluation of the sample res'tll ts.

5i

Statistical techniques appear to be most useful
when the auditor is dealing with voluminous data
and his tests of the data are not closely related .
t0 other areas of the audit~ At the present time,
known statistical techniques do- not offer a satisfactory means of establishing a quantitative
I
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relationship 'between __ tl:le results of a given audit
test and otl:ler tests, or audit procedures that are
closely related to it.
6 ·;

Improved · control over audit prt!>cedures and more
precise evaluatiol!l of sampling results are gained
when objective statistical techniques are substituted for subjective judgmental selection and
evaluation.

7.

Knowledge of statistical techniques by auditors
appears cilesirable so tl:lat th.e benefits CDf the
techniques may _be realized where the techniq·u es
are applicable, but the auditor should not have
to become _a trained statistician to obtain such
lmowledge.

8 -~ -

If the a·u di tor has only a general lmowledge of
statistics, l:le should seek the consultation and
assistance of a trained statistician in resolving
difficult applications of statistical techniques.

9.

State.ment on A'udi ting Procedure No. 36 points o·ut
that, contrary to the generally held assumption
that ''Extensions of Auditing PrC!>cedure" requires
a client to make a comJ?lete physical count of all
inventory items each year, a sufficiently accurate
determination of inventories may be made with0ut
an annual count of all items if the client has
good inventory controls and utilizes appropria~~
sampling techniques that are properly applied.
Statistical Sampling for Nonauditing Uses

The independent auditor should be familar witl:l statistical
techniques to aid him in his a·u di ting procedures and to be able
to llnderstand them if :A.e encounters them in his clients• operations.

The audit0r may alsQ ebserve situations in which sta-

tistical techniques might reduce clerical costs or improve
internal control for his client.
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In this oase ~ the a·u di tor may very properly suggest ta
his elient that he should use them.

This lets the client

know th.at the auditor is concerned about hel]>ing the client
··~

above th.e eall of duty.

'

This "extra serviee" will be bene-

ficial to the a:uditsr in having good client relationships
and developing a successful practice.
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